We present a multichannel quantum-defect theory for magnetic Feshbach resonances in the interaction of two heteronuclear group I atoms. The theory provides a unified and a uniform description of resonances in all partial waves, and enables the characterization of large number of resonances in terms of very few parameters. For the sample system of 6 Li 40 K, we present descriptions of all resonances in aa, ab, and ba channels, in partial waves s (l = 0) through h (l = 5), and in a magnetic field of 0 through 1000 Gauss. All resonances, including those in nonzero partial waves, are fully characterized using the newly developed parametrization of Gao [Phy. Rev. A 84, 022706 (2011)].
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic Feshbach resonance [1] plays an important role in studies and applications of cold atoms (see [2] and references therein). In the context of few-body and many-body physics, it is famously known for being the key mechanism for controlling and tuning of atomic interactions. In the context of more traditional atomic physics, it represents one of the most precise experimental measurements that can be carried out in the subthermal temperature regime and can be used to calibrate our understanding of atom-atom interactions (see, e.g., Refs. [3] [4] [5] ).
Being intrinsically a multichannel phenomenon that often involves a large number of channels, a thorough understanding of magnetic Fesbach resonances, or more generally the understanding of atomic interaction in a magnetic field, remains a complex task with many open questions. Around an s wave resonance, the parametrization of the scattering length [2, 6, 7] a l=0 (B) = a bgl=0 1 − ∆ Bl=0 B − B 0l=0 ,
in terms of three parameters: the resonance position B 0l=0 , the background scattering length a bgl=0 , and the width parameter ∆ Bl=0 , has greatly simplified the description of ultracold atomic interaction in a magnetic field and greatly facilitated its applications in cold-atom physics [2] . For resonances in nonzero partial waves (see, e.g., Refs. [5, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ), however, similar parametrization has not existed until very recently [16] , due to the fact that they cannot be described using the standard effect range theory [17] [18] [19] . Furthermore, even for an s wave resonance, information contained in Eq. (1) is generally insufficient to fully characterize ultracold atomic interactions if the resonance is not of the "broad" type [2, 7, 16, 20, 21] . * constantinos.makrides@rockets.utoledo.edu † bo.gao@utoledo.edu; http://bgaowww.physics.utoledo.edu
In Ref. [16] , we have derived a uniform parametrization of magnetic Feshbach resonances in arbitrary partial waves and analytic descriptions of ultracold atomic interaction around them. The theory is based on the multichannel quantum-defect theory (MQDT) of Ref. [22] and on the QDT expansion of Ref. [23] . We have shown that a magnetic Feshbach resonance in an arbitrary partial wave l, and the ultracold atomic interaction around it, can be fully characterized using five parameters. They can either be the set of B 0l , K c0 bgl , g res , d Bl , and s E (or C 6 ), or the set of B 0l , a bgl , ∆ Bl , δµ l and s E (or C 6 ), with the latter set being the more direct generalization of the s wave parametrization of Eq. (1) . Here a bgl is a generalized background scattering length, well defined for all l, δµ l is a differential magnetic moment, and s E is the characteristic energy scale associated with the −C 6 /R 6 van der Waals interaction. These and other parameters are explained in detail in Ref. [16] and in later sections. Used with the QDT expansion, or the generalized effective-range expansion derived from it [16, 23] , they give accurate analytic descriptions of atomic interactions around a magnetic Feshbach resonance, not only of the scattering properties, but also of the binding energies of a Feshbach molecule and of scattering at negative energies [24] . The parametrization works the same for both broad and narrow resonances, and resonances of intermediate characteristics.
This work gives a more detailed presentation of MQDT for heteronuclear atomic interaction in a magnetic field [16, [25] [26] [27] , with focus on its application in the description of Feshbach resonances, especially in the determination of resonance parameters mentioned above. Using the example of 6 Li 40 K [3, 15, 26] , we show how MQDT provides an efficient and uniform description of large number of resonances, in different partial waves and over a wide range of fields, from the same few parameters that characterize atomic interaction in the absence of the field [22] . All resonances in aa, ab, and ba channels, in partial waves s (l = 0) through h (l = 5), and in fields of 0 G through 1000 G, are fully characterized using the parameters introduced in Ref. [16] . It applies to 7 Li, 23 Na, 39 K, and 87 Rb, upon ignoring the small correction due to gI . Here x = (gJ − gI )µBB/∆E hf A is a scaled magnetic field. Both the concise alphabetic labeling and the more detailed labeling of states are illustrated.
II. MQDT FOR ATOMIC INTERACTION IN A MAGNETIC FIELD
A. Fragmentation channels for two heteronuclear group I atoms in a magnetic field
A single group I atom in a magnetic field
The Zeeman effect of a group I atom in a magnetic field B is well known [28] . We briefly summarize the result here with the intention of defining our notations.
A group I atom, with an electronic angular momentum of J A = 1/2 and a nuclear spin of I A in a magnetic field has 2(2I A + 1) states that are fully split. They are well labeled by |F A , m f in a weak field, where F A = J A + I A , and by |J A , m JA ; I A , m IA in a strong field. For intermediate fields, both labeling can in principle still be used to uniquely identify a state, but are no longer ideal since quantum numbers other than m f = m JA + m IA are generally no longer good quantum numbers.
We will identify the states using the notation of |(m f ) α , to emphasize that if one is interested in a wide range of magnetic fields, only m f is a good quantum number, whereas different F A states are generally coupled. Specifically, in the single-atom J A I A basis, with basis states |J A , m JA ; I A , m IA to be denoted by a simpler notation of |m JA ; m IA , the states of a group I atom in a magnetic field B are given, for |m f | = I A + 1/2, by 
Here 0 ≤ θ B (m f ) < π and
and we have defined x = (g J − g I )µ B B/∆E hf A , in which µ B is the Bohr magneton and g J and g I are the gyromagnetic ratios for the electron and the nucleus, respectively [29] . The hyperfine splitting ∆E hf A is defined as ∆E 
The energies of the states |(m f ) α are given, for |m f | = I A + 1/2, by 
and for other states, m f = −I A + 1/2, · · · , I A − 1/2, by [28] 
For ∆E hf A > 0, the state (m f ) 2 has higher enery than (m f ) 1 . The reverse is true for ∆E hf A < 0 The other common labeling of states of a group I atom in a magnetic field is alphabetic ordering, a, b, c, . . . , in the order of increasing energy [2] . This labeling is very concise and can be convenient, but is, at times, not sufficiently informative. We will utilize both set of notations, alphabetically for convenience and for comparison with earlier works, and the |(m f ) α notation when necessary. Figure 1 illustrates the energy diagram for alkali-metal atoms 7 Li, 23 Na, 39 K, and 87 Rb, all with I A = 3/2. It shows that for ∆E hf A > 0, the lowest atomic state, the a state, is always |(I A − 1/2) 1 , and the b state is always |(I A − 3/2) 1 . Figure 2 depicts the energy diagram for a 6 Li atom, which has an I A = 1. Figure 3 depicts the energy diagram for a 40 K atom, which has an I A = 4. It illustrates that for ∆E hf A < 0, the lowest atomic state, the a state, is always |(−I A − 1/2) 0 , and the b state is always |(−I A + 1/2) 2 .
Equations (2)- (5) define a unitary transformation U B A , with elements m JA ; m IA |(m f ) α , that relates the single atom J A I A basis to the single-atom states in a magnetic field, which diagonalize both the hyperfine and the magnetic interactions. It is a one-dimensional unit matrix for |m f | = I A + 1/2, and is given by
for
Two heteronuclear group I atoms in a magnetic field
The fragmentation channels for atomic interaction in a magnetic field are determined by two-atom states in a magnetic field. For two heteronuclear group I atoms, labeled by 1 and 2, in a magnetic field, there are 2(2I 1 + 1) × 2(2I 2 + 1) number of channels for each partial wave l. They can each be identified by |(m f 1 ) α1 , (m f 2 ) α2 , l , with |(m f x ) αx characterizing the state of atom x in a magnetic field in a way as specified in Sec. II A 1. The channel threshold energies are given by
Ignoring the weak magnetic dipole-dipole [6, 30] and second-order spin-orbit interactions [31] [32] [33] , M F = m f 1 + m f 2 is conserved. The interaction and the scattering matrices are block-diagonal with each block labeled by M F . The number of (coupled) channels in each block is independent of l, and is determined by |M F |. For instance, M F = ±(I 1 + I 2 + 1) blocks both have only a single channel, M F = ±(I 1 + I 1 ) blocks both have 4 channels, and blocks with
The total number of channels for each l adds up to 2(2I 1 + 1) × 2(2I 2 + 1).
B. MQDT
MQDT for atomic interaction in a magnetic field [16, [25] [26] [27] , to be deployed here, is formally the same as MQDT for atomic interaction in the absence of external fields [22] . The theory takes full advantage of the physics that both the energy dependence [34] and the partial wave dependence [35] of the atomic interaction around a threshold are dominated by effects of the longrange potential, which are described by in a set of universal QDT functions [24, 36] . The short-range contribution is isolated to a short-range K c matrix that is insensitive to both the energy and the partial wave.
For an N -channel problem and at energies where all channels are open, MQDT gives the physical K matrix, in our case the K MF l , as [22] 
where Z c xy s are N × N diagonal matrices with elements Z c xy (ǫ si , l) being the Z c xy functions [24] evaluated at scaled energies ǫ si = (E−E i )/s E relative to the respective channel threshold E i . Here s E = ( 2 /2µ)(1/β 6 ) 2 and β 6 = (2µC 6 / 2 ) 1/4 are the characteristic energy and length scales, respectively, associated with the −C 6 /R 6 van der Waals potential, with µ being the reduced mass. At energies where N o channels are open, and N c = N − N o channels are closed, MQDT gives [22] 
where
in which χ c is a N c × N c diagonal matrix with elements χ c l (ǫ si , l) [24] , and K (22) is formally the same as Eq. (12), except that the K c matrix is replaced by K c eff that accounts for the effects of closed channels. From the physical K matrix, the physical S matrix is obtained from [37] 
from which all the scattering properties can be determined. At energies where all channels are closed, the bound spectrum can be determined either from
where K c is the full N ×N K c matrix, or from equivalent effective single-channel or effective multichannel problems, as discussed in Ref. [16] .
The presence of a magnetic field changes the channel structure for atomic interaction, including both the channel wave functions and the channel threshold energies. It is though these changes that atomic interaction depends on the magnetic field. The change of channel threshold energies is as discussed in Sec. II A. The change of channel wave functions leads to a field-dependent K c matrix. This aspect is discussed in the following subsection.
C. The K c matrix for heteronuclear group I systems
The short-range K c matrix for two heteronuclear group I atoms in a magnetic field can be obtained through
+ u state, which are the same parameters describing atomic interaction in the absence of the magnetic field [22] . Specifically, the K c matrix, being a short-range K matrix, has much simpler representation in condensation channels that diagonalize the short-range interaction [22, 37] . For interaction of group I atoms, a convenient choice of condensation channels is the JI coupled basis, in which a state is labeled by |(JM J , IM I )l where J = J 1 + J 2 and I = I 1 + I 2 . The short-range K c matrix is to an excellent approximation diagonal in this basis with elements given by [22] . From K c(JI) , the K c matrix in fragmentation channels in a magnetic field, as defined in Sec. II A, is given by
Here U The applicability of frame transformation depends critically on K c being a short-range matrix [22] . It is not applicable to the physical K matrix except at energies much greater than hyperfine and magnetic splittings. The K c matrix, when regarded as an operator associated with short-range atomic interaction, is dominated by electrostatic and exchange interactions, which, to an excellent approximation, are not affected by external fields and other weak interactions such as hyperfine interaction. External fields and hyperfine interaction only change the basis in which K c needs to be represented, not the operator itself.
From the unitarity of U B , one can show rigorously that all off-diagonal elements of K c (B) are proportional to
It is a general feature applicable both in and in the absence of the magnetic field [22] . It implies that the coupling of different fragmentation channels, which is responsible both for the existence of Feshbach resonances and for inelastic scattering, is due primarily to the difference between the singlet and triplet scattering, as reflected, e.g., in the difference in s wave scattering lengths ∆a l=0 ≡ a are the s wave scattering lengths for the singlet and the triplet state, respectively. The coupling due to magnetic dipole-dipole [6, 30] and second-order spin-orbit interactions [31] [32] [33] are much weaker effects [4, 5, 27] , ignored in the present study.
III. MQDT FOR MAGNETIC FESHBACH RESONANCES
The MQDT formulation of the previous section provides a systematic understanding of atomic interaction in a magnetic field, including both elastic and inelastic processes, and over a wide range of energies and fields. It works the same for all heteronuclear group I atoms, and uses the same parameters, K c S (ǫ, l) and K c T (ǫ, l), that one would use for interaction in the absence of the field [22] . We focus here on the application of the theory to (zero-energy) magnetic Feshbach resonances. Other applications will be addressed elsewhere.
We illustrate the theory with sample results for 6 Li 40 K. To set the benchmark for future investigations and to keep the focus on concepts, we further limit ourselves to baseline MQDT results that ignores the energy and the partial-wave dependences of the short-range parameters, namely in the approximation of
. In this baseline description, all aspects of cold atomic interaction, including parameters for all magnetic Feshbach resonances in all partial waves, are determined from three parameters [22, 26] : the C 6 coefficient, the singlet s wave scattering length a S l=0 , and the triplet s wave scattering length a T l=0 , in addition to well known atomic parameters such as the atomic mass and hyperfine splitting. 6 Li 40 K is an interesting quantum system of two fermionic atoms. The magnetic Feshbach resonances have been investigated experimentally by Wille et al. [15] , and theoretically by Hanna et al. [26] and by Tiemann et al. [3] . 6 Li has I 1 = 1 with a hyperfine splitting of ∆E [29] .
40 K has I 2 = 4 with a hyperfine splitting of ∆E hf 2 /h = −1285.79 MHz and g I2 = 1.765 × 10 −4 [29] . The three parameters used in our baseline MQDT description are C 6 = 2322 a.u. [3, 38] , a S l=0 = 52.50 a.u., and a T l=0 = 63.70 a.u. The singlet and the triplet s wave scattering lengths are slightly adjusted from the values of Hanna et al. [26] for a better agreement with experimental s wave Feshbach resonance positions at low fields. In terms of quantum defects [24] , the adopted scattering lengths correspond to µ [22, 24] , from which the K c matrix in a magnetic field is constructed as discussed in Sec. II C. From the K c matrix, the MQDT of Sec. II B provides a complete description of cold atomic interactions in a B field. The C 6 coefficient gives a length scale of β 6 = 81.56 a.u. and (Color online) Reduced generalized scattering lengths, a l (B)/ā l , versus magnetic field for 6 Li 40 K in aa channel (corresponding to the manifold of MF = −4), for partial waves s through h. a corresponding energy scale of s E /k B = 2.490 mK for 6 Li-40 K van der Waals interaction.
In understanding magnetic Feshbach resonances, the focus is on atomic interaction near the lowest threshold for each M F . For all energies below the second lowest threshold, both scattering and bound states can be described by an effective single-channel problem with [16] 
In Eq. (20), "1" refers to the lowest-energy channel for the M F manifold, and "c" refers to all other (closed) channels. In Eq. (21), ν 0 = (2l + 1)/4, and ǫ = E − E 1 is the energy relative to the lowest threshold. In terms of K c eff , scattering below the second threshold, where only elastic scattering is possible, is described by the physical K matrix
from which the elastic scattering cross section can be calculated in the standard manner. In terms of the value of K c0 l (ǫ, B) at zero energy (namely at the lowest threshold), defined by
the resonance locations, B 0l , of zero-energy magnetic Feshbach resonances in any partial wave l, can be determined by the roots of K c0 l (B), namely as the solutions of [16] 
The generalized scattering length as a function of magnetic field, for an arbitrary partial wave l, is given by [16] 
is the mean scattering length (with scale included) with
being the scaled mean scattering length for partial wave l [23] . This MQDT-based formalism provides a unified and a uniform understanding of magnetic Feshbach resonances in all partial waves, as illustrated in Figs. 4-6 for 6 Li-40 K. Figure 4 depicts the reduced generalized scattering lengths, a l (B)/ā l , versus magnetic field for 6 Li 40 K in the ba channel, for all partial waves s (l = 0) through h (l = 5). Here ba refers to 6 Li in b state, namely the |(−1/2) 1 state (c.f. Fig. 2) , and 40 K in a state, namely the |(−9/2) 0 state (c.f. Fig. 3) . It is the lowest energy channel of the M F = −5 manifold with 4 coupled channels. We note that by plotting the dimensionless reduced generalized scattering lengths, the understanding of different partial waves are put on the same footing and can be depicted in the same figure. The plots are grouped into an even parity group and an odd parity group, as they are not coupled and can in principle be probed independently. Figures 5 and 6 show similar results for the aa channel (M F = −4 manifold with 8 coupled channels) and the ab channel (M F = −3 manifold with 11 coupled channels), respectively.
The resonances positions, determined from Eq. (24), are part of the parameters tabulated in Tables I and II.  Table I provides a subset of our results for magnetic Feshbach resonances that have been measured experimentally [15] and investigated in an earlier MQDT study [26] . The resonance positions, which are the only parameters measured, are found to be consistent with previous theory [26] and in good agreement with experiment [15] .
Around each resonance, the dependence of the generalized scattering length on the magnetic field can be characterized by [16] 
where a bgl is the generalized background scattering length, and ∆ Bl is one measure of the width of the resonance. They can be computed from
and
for an isolated resonance, and can be further refined, when necessary, by fitting a l (B) to Eq. (27) at B fields sufficiently close to B 0l . Except for the case of a "broad" resonance, the set of parameters B 0l , a bgl , and ∆ Bl are generally still insufficient to characterize atomic interaction away from the 6 Li-40 K system that have been found experimentally [15] , and investigated in an earlier MQDT theory [26] . Before the work of Ref. [16] , the width parameter ∆ Bl was not rigorously defined for nonzero partial waves, and was therefore not provided in the previous theory [26] for p wave resonances.
Identification
Present MQDT Previous MQDT [26] Experiment [15] Channel 6 Li-40 K system in ba, aa, and ab channels, in partial wave s (l = 0) through h (l = 5), and in magnetic fields from 0 through 1009 G. A large number of resonances are predicted in the h wave (l = 5). zero energy [2, 7, 16, 20, 21] . For a complete characterization of ultracold atomic interaction around a magnetic Feshbach resonance, one generally needs one more parameter, the differential magnetic moment, δµ l , which is the difference of the magnetic moments in interacting and non-interacting states [2, 16] . It is given by
and can be found from solutions of K c0 l (ǫ, B) = 0 at energies ǫ slight different from zero.
The parameters, B 0l , a bgl , ∆ Bl , δµ l , along with the C 6 coefficient, form one set of parameters that provide a complete description of atomic interaction around a magnetic Feshbach resonance. They constitute the most direct generalization of the s wave description [2, 6, 7] to other partial waves and are convenient at zero energy (the threshold). The parameters for 6 Li 40 K in ba, aa, and ab channels are provided in Table II for The symbols are results from the analytic QDT expansion [16] using the parameters specified in Table II for For descriptions of atomic interactions at energies away from the threshold, it is more convenient to use a different set of parameters, B 0l , K c0 bgl , g res , d Bl , and s E (or C 6 ) [16] . They differ from the first set in three parameters that are related by [16] 
With this set of parameters, which are also provided in Table II, 
around a Feshbach resonance, where B s = (B −B 0l )/d Bl . This expression of K c0 l , as a function of both energy and magnetic field, goes into the QDT expansion of Ref. [16] to give an analytic description of atomic interaction in an arbitrary partial wave l and in a B field around B 0l , not only at the threshold but also in a range of energies away from the threshold. Figure 7 depicts an example of the p wave phase shift, more precisely sin 2 δ l=1 , around a p wave resonance in ab channel located around B 0l ≈ 259 G. It shows that the results obtained using parameters of Table II and the analytic QDT expansion of Ref. [16] are in excellent agreement with those computed numerically from Eq. (22) .
Also tabulated in Table II is a derived parameter ζ res ≡ g res (2l + 3)(2l − 1)K c0 bgl ,
which distinguishes "broad" resonances (ζ res ≫ 1) that follow single-channel universal behaviors from "narrow" resonances (ζ res ≪ 1) that deviate strongly from such behaviors [16] . All resonances of 6 Li-40 K are found to be narrow, a result that is closely related to the fact that ∆a l=0 ≡ a S l=0 − a T l=0 , and thus ∆K c , is small for 6 Li-40 K. It will be interesting to explore other heteronuclear group I systems to look for broad resonances in nonzero partial waves.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented a MQDT for the interaction of heteronuclear group I atoms in a magnetic field, and have applied it to develop a theory for magnetic Feshbach resonances in such systems. The theory provides a unified and a uniform description of resonances in all partial waves, and enables the description of large number of resonances in terms of very few parameters. The simplified description and the parameters provided by the theory will facilitate further theoretical investigation of two-body, few-body, and many-body systems around magnetic Feshbach resonances, especially those in nonzero partial waves.
For the 6 Li-40 K system, we are predicting a number of Feshbach resonances in the h (l = 5) partial wave. Experimental determination of such high-l resonance positions [14] , when compared with the baseline MQDT predictions presented here, will enable much better determinations of both the energy and the partial wave dependences of the short-range parameters such as µ c S (ǫ, l) and µ c T (ǫ, l). They will in turn enable more accurate predictions of 6 Li-40 K interactions over a much wider range of energies (potentially of the order of 10 K [39]), both above and below the threshold, and both in and in the absence of the magnetic field.
